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The Port of Helsinki has for centuries served as a primary gateway into the city for 
tourists and travelers, harboring massive cruise ships and depositing their patrons at 
the mouth of their new venture. The Port is the introduction to Helsinki and Finland to 
many of those travelling internationally, and as such retains a responsibility to create an 
impression of what the city and its people have to offer. For this reason, this site is an 
ideal location for a new reimagined port terminal devoted to enhancing this relationship.

This project looks to take the task of debarking from a ship – a tedious and altogether 
unappealing process – and interweave it with a teaser of what people can expect to 
experience in their new location. The main mass of the building is a take on the typology 
of market halls that dot Helsinki, and looks to recreate the community and gathering 
nature that they have facilitated for centuries. Other aspects of Finnish culture, including 
sports, industry, and the arts are inserted into this large market hall volume at various 
levels, breaking up the space. The building’s open nature is designed to invite the 
citizens of Helsinki to use these spaces as they would use them anywhere else in the 
city; to carry out their day to day lives with the added bonus of representing the city and 
its values to incoming patrons. 

Those debarking from the ship will enter the familiar enclosed walkway that would 
normally take them into a large building for processing. This walkway however 
soon takes a hard left and continues into the new building, suspended in the air as it 
weaves in and out, up and down through the various elements of the volume. As they 
proceed through the glass tube and the debarking process, visitors are granted various 
perspectives on the bustling activities carrying on around them, taking in the culture 
of Helsinki. The tube darts in and out of the building’s envelope, each time it enters a 
new space and activity is highlighted, and each time it exits it collides with a volume 
suspended from the side of the building. These volumes house the various points in 
the process of debarking; immigration, customs, luggage, etc. and are spread along the 
length of the walkway so as to disrupt the monotonous process with reminders of their 
destination. After the walkway weaves through the building and various processing 
spaces, it finally terminates as an escalator into the heart of the market hall floor, 
releasing its patrons to explore the world it teased them with, and ultimately the rest of 
the city. 

The building itself is based on the architecture of the large maritime warehouses that 
line the harbor’s shorelines, and matches in scale to the cruise ships it serves. Its walls 
are entirely glass, letting light permeate the structure, but protected from the sun and 
elements by a sheets of stark white perforated metal, dimpled in a pattern that echoes 
the neoclassical façades surrounding the site. The cladding is lifted off the ground floor 
to make the market hall floor well-lit and accessible from all sides. Within the offset of 
the glazed wall and the metal cladding lie the primary building structure and all support 
spaces, including circulation stairs and elevators to the floors above. The east corner 
of the metal cladding billows up into a large canopy, addressing the docking ship and 
exposing it to the interior of the building. To the northwest, the main planes of the walls 
cantilever and extend past the entrance glazing, creating a large courtyard where said 
walls can be used as a large projection screen for various events. Piercing and pocketing 
into the skin at various points are the sheet-metal-clad processing spaces, captured by 
the enclosed glass walkway as it breaks in and out of the envelope, and suspended from 
an extension of the roof structure. 

Appraoch into the entry courtyard. The projection screen facilitates 
large public gathering events. Large glass entry doors raise and 

expand the indoor market hall into the courtyard.
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Existing terminal condition. All terminal processes 
contained in warehouse structure adjoining enclosed 
walkway.

Existing enclosed terminal walkway is extended and weaved 
through the new building volume, intersecting at multiple 
points to engage the various cultural conditions inside.

The functions of the original terminal processing warehouse 
are divided and spread along the length of the new walkway, 
adjacent to the new structure.

Original warehouse building removed. Arrival process 
moves linearly through new walkway, and exposes visitors 
to cultural activities within main building.

New structure added adjacent to warehouse, contains 
amalgam of cultural aspects of Helsinki, acts as new 
public space for residents. 

Aerial view of the terminal. The orientiation of the 
building frames the city to new arriving visitors.



01. Entry Courtyard
02. Projection Screen
03. Operable Glazing Entry
04. Arrival Walkway Exit
05. Market Hall Kiosks
06. Market Hall Gathering Spaces
07. Sport Court
08. Industry Exhibition
09. Baggage Handling
10. Customs/Security 
11. Lifted Canopy
12. Existing Terminal Walkway
13. Perforated Metal Cladding
14. Immigration
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View across the harbor. As the facade runs along the waterfront it lifts to 
allow a view into the space for docking ships. The terminal is familiar in 
scale both to the terminals adjacent and the surrounding urban facade.



The arrivals walkway eases the tediousness of making port by interjecting 
it with views of what the city has to offer happening within the building. 
Process spaces are separated into multiple volumes around the perimeter.
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The departure walkway is minimalized to make the process as simple as 
possible. Travelers enter in the main courtyard outside the building and 
head through luggage and security.

Arrivals

Departures

View of the exit of the arrival walkway, looking toward the building entry. 
The walkway terminates into the millieu of the market hall where patrons 

disseminate through the various amenities they previewed from above.



Security/Customs

Immigration

View from the market level mezzanines, looking toward 
the south. Spaces occur at various levels within the 
building, creating an openness within different programs to 
craft unique exeriences and interactions. 
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